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In the automotive industry, machine learning (ML) is most frequently related to product innovations, like 

self-driving cars, parking and lane-change assists, and smart energy systems. But ML is additionally 

having a big effect on the marketing function, from how marketers within the automotive sector establish 

goals and measure returns on their investments to how they connect with consumers. ML is poised to 

become the maximum amount an organizing principle as an analytic ingredient for classy marketing 

campaigns across industries. this is often very true within the automotive industry, a capital -intensive, 

high-tech sector riven by disruption. 

Our global executive study of strategic measurement, “Leading With Next-Generation Key Performance 

Indicators,” highlights the widespread but uneven adoption of machine learning among marketers.78 

percent of automotive companies invest in skills and training for ML. We see a niche , however, between 

the automotive industry’s ambition to use ML in marketing and therefore  the creation of incentives to use 

ML for marketing. 

Even though most players within the automotive sector are investing in ML for his or her marketing efforts, 

a way smaller group is fixing place incentives and key performance indicators (KPIs) to use more ML and 

automation. Closing the gap requires a stronger commitment to developing a ML capability that's not just 

useful but also used. 

Measurement Leaders are much more likely than the opposite groups to take a position in machine 

learning-based approaches to marketing. Measurement Leaders also use KPIs to assist them lead — to 

seek out new growth opportunities for his or her companies and new ways to motivate their teams.  

Measurement Leaders within the automotive sector strongly believe machine learning’s  potential to assist 

achieve KPI outcomes within the marketing function. they supply investments and incentives to form good 

thereon belief. an awesome majority (93 percent) of Measurement Leaders within the automotive sector 

agreed or strongly agreed that their current functional KPIs might be better achieved with greater 

investment in automation and ML technologies. 
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